It is shown that every ANR fibration over S1 with finitely dominated fiber is homotopy equivalent to an approximate fibration with compact ANR total space. This yields examples of approximate fibrations with arbitrary compact pointed FANR fibers.
1. Introduction. We start with some definitions. All spaces considered in this paper are separable and metric. If Y is such a space and a is an open cover of Y, two maps /, g: X ->■ Y are said to be a-close if for each x E X there is a Ux E a such that/(x), g(x) £ Ux.
If a is an open cover of B, then a mapp: E -> B is said to be an a-fibration if for each/: X X /-> B and F: X X (0} -» E withp ° F = f\X x {0} there is an extension F': X X / -> E of F such that p ° F' is a-close to /. If p is proper (i.e. inverse images of compacta are compact) and p is an a-fibration for each open cover a of B, p is called an approximate fibration.
The geometric study of approximate fibrations was originated by Coram and Duvall and has been continued by L. Husch [H,] , [H2], L.
Mand [M] , and R. Goad [G] . The point of view taken in these papers is to study approximate fibrations as generalized cell-like maps. The following results of Coram and Duvall motivated our work.
Theorem [C-D,] . Let E and B be locally compact ANRs and let p: E -> B be an approximate fibration. Then (i) a path u: I -> B induces a shape equivalence from p~'(w(0)) top~x(w(l)); (ii) each fiber p ~ x(b) is a pointed fundamental ANR (pointed FANR).
An FANR is the shape analog of an ANR. The term is defined (along with the term "shape") in [B] . Our purpose in this paper is to prove a converse to part (ii), i.e., every pointed FANR is the fiber (up to shape) of some approximate fibration between compact ANRs.
The point of this is that a compact pointed FANR does not necessarily have the shape of a finite CW complex. The situation is outlined below. A space K is said to dominate a space L if there are maps d: K -* L and u : L -» K such that d ° u is homotopic (equivalent) to id: L -»■ L. If the maps are shape maps, we speak of a shape domination. If they are ordinary maps, we speak of a homotopy domination. No shape theory appears in § §2-4 of this paper.
Facts about FANRs [S- G-H] , [E-G] , [Ch-F,] . (1) The following conditions are equivalent for compact spaces:
(i) X is a pointed FANR.
(ii) X is shape dominated by a finite CW complex.
(iii) X has the shape of a CW complex. (2) If A' is a connected pointed FANR, then there is an invariant o(X) E K0ZnxX which vanishes if and only if X has the shape of a finite complex. All such obstructions are realized.
Here is the statement of our main theorem. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is the object of §4. Here is a theorem which helps to clarify the meaning of Theorem 1.1. Proof. Let « be a homotopy inverse for g and let /: E x / -> B be a homotopy from to ° h to p. Since p ° h = f\E X {0}, there is an extension of h to a map H: E X I -+ & such that to ° H = /. At the 1-level, Hx: E -> S is a homotopy equivalence such that to ° Hx = p. We therefore have a map of long exact sequences
where the top sequence is the long exact sequence of an approximate fibration described in [C-D,] . By the Five Lemma, Hx\p~xil) induces isomorphisms of ñ*(p~x(\)) and ^(^"'(l)).
Since p~'(l) has the shape of a CW complex, the Whitehead theorem implies that Hx\p~x(l) is a shape equivalence. □
Here are some corollaries of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. X -» Y is a map, then X will denote X X Q, and / will denote / X id: X X Q -> Y X Q. Similarly, /: X-> Y will denote / X id: X X Q X [0, 1) -+ y X Q X [0, 1).
We will also need the next result, which lies outside of g-manifold theory. Remark, (i) Note that A/(/i) differs from the usual mapping cylinder in that a "pad" is added to the base. This makes the base a Z-set in A/(/,).
(ii) There is a natural projection from Tifx,f2, . . . , fn) to Sx. Each mapping cylinder projects to (l/n)th of the total circle. □ Proposition 3.2. Let X and Y be locally compact ANRs and let f, g: X -> Y be proper homotopic maps. Then:
(i) M if) and M ig) are proper homotopy equivalent via homotopy equivalences H and G which are the identity on the ends X X {0} and Y X (1). Moreover, the homotopies from G ° H and H ° G to the identity are the identity on the ends at each level.
(ii) M if) and M ig) are homeomorphic via a homeomorphism h which is the identity on the ends A" X {0} and Y X {1}.
Proof, (ii) define (i). M if) = M if) X Q and M(g) = Mig) X Q, so we
These maps are the desired proper homotopy equivalences. Consider the composition:
The homotopy from ( x 0) ° proj to id in the middle of the above diagram takes place in the (Mactor. Since « and « ~ ' are the identity on the ends, the composition provides a homotopy which is the identity on the ends at each stage.
(ii) By Theorem 2.3, the natural collapses M(f)-+ Y and M(g)-*Y can be approximated by homeomorphisms y,: M(f)^>Y and y2: A/(g)-> Y. Since / and g are homotopic, yx\(X X {0} U Y X {1}) is homotopic to y2\(X X {0} u y X {1}). Since both maps are Z-imbeddings, there is a homeomorphism y3: F-» F such that y3 ° yx\(X X {0} u Y X {1}) = y2\(X X {0} U Y X {1}). Thus, y2-1 ° y3 ° y,: A/(/)->A/(g) is the desired homeomorphism. (ii) T(f) is homeomorphic to T(g).
Proof. These follow directly from Proposition 3.2. □ Remark. Part (i) of each proposition can be proven in greater generality by other methods. We use infinite dimensional methods because they are convenient in our context. 4. Constructing approximate fibrations. Let to: £ -» S ' be a fibration with £ an ANR and let § = to_1(l) be homotopy dominated by a finite CW complex. Represent S' by Sx = [e2""\0 < t < 1}. By the covering homotopy property, there is a map <p: ?F X 7 -» S such that <p0 = inclusion and £ ° <p, = e2mt. The map <p,: ^ -» 5" is called the characteristic homotopy equivalence. It is well defined up to homotopy. Since 3F is an ANR, < § has the homotopy type of a locally finite CW complex L. Let w: <5 -» L be a homotopy equivalence and let v: L -» f be a homotopy inverse for w.
The map <p2 = vvtp.u: L^>L is a homotopy equivalence. By Proposition 2.4, <p2: L -> L is homotopic to a homeomorphism <p3: f ^ ZT. The natural projection/?: T(q>3) -» S1 is a locally trivial bundle map. It is not difficult to construct a fiber homotopy equivalence from (S, t>, Sx) to (T(tp3),p, Sx). A rotation of 180° clockwise carries all of T(r, <p3) into the shaded region. Since the shaded region is carried into itself, the 180° rotation is homotopic to a deformation retraction of T(r, <p3) onto the shaded region. Thus, there is a homotopy equivalence T(r, <p3) at T(tp3). □ Remark 4.2. Proposition 4.1 is based on an observation from [Fa] . The proof above illustrates the techniques we shall use to prove Proposition 4.3. A more pedestrian proof can be constructed using the Whitehead theorem, fj
We have shown that there is a homotopy equivalence making G-^-7T*)
\/ homotopy commute. The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be complete with the proof of the following. Step I. Let Tn = T(<&, ä, ä, . . . , ä) be the mapping torus of 4> followed by 2" -1 copies of ä and let pn: Tn^ Sx be the projection. For each « > 0, there is a homeomorphism hn: Tn^>Tn+x such that d(pn+x ° h",p") < 1/2"~ ', distance in S ' being measured by normalized arc length.
Proof (I). By Propositions 3.2 and 3.3, A/($) s M(â ° $) « M (4>, â) and M(ä~) = M(ä ° ä~) = M(ä, ä~) via homeomorphisms which are the identity on the ends. Piecing these together yields the desired homeomorphism. «, is illustrated in Figure 3 below. This completes the proof of Step I. [C-D,] where it is shown that the uniform limit of fibrations is an approximate fibration.
Step II. q" is a (l/2"~3)-fibration if pn is. Proof (II). Suppose that/?n is a (l/2"~3)-fibration and let/: X x /-> S1
and F: X X {0} -> 70 be given with ?" ° F = /I* X (0). q" ° F = Pn ° (K-i ° ' ' ' ° A0 ° F), so, by hypothesis, there is a map F': X XI-* Tn such that d(pn ° F',f) < 1/2"-3 and F'(x, 0)=Vi° < \/2"-\
Step IV. The construction of i^.
Proof (IV). To construct yp: Tn x Rx ^ Tn it suffices to construct \px:
f"x Rx^>fn such that d(pnxpx(x, t),pn(x) + t) < 1/2"-3. If ypx is such a function then the composition , XO , fW prqj is the desired function yp.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use T" X [O, 1) = T($, ä, . . . ,_ a)._As in the _proof of Proposition 4.1, a is homotopic to a retraction r: K-* L ç K and <ï> is homotopic to the composition of r with a homeomorphism <p: L -» L. By Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 there is a homeomorphism «: r($,ï);_,.,«)XO->r where T is the space pictured in Figure 4 . Note that T(<I>, 5, . . . , a) X ß = r". « can be chosen so that d(p ° h,pn) < 1/2", wherep: T^> Sx and (by abuse of our notation) pn : Tn^> S1 are the projections. _
The shaded region in Figure 4 is a fiber bundle with fiber L X Q and characteristic homeomorphism oe X id. We describe a map \p2: T X Rx -> T. For 0 < |r| < 1/2", \p2 rotates T one notch to the right. This carries T down the mapping cylinders and into the shaded region. For |/| > 1/2", \f/2 is a map into the shaded region which covers the map/: T X Rx -» Sx defined by t, t > 1/2", 1 / + 1/2"-\ / < -1/2". < 1/2" + 1/2"-1 + 1/2" = 1/2"-2 < 1/2"-3.
This completes the proof of Step IV, Proposition 4.3, and Theorem 1.1. □
